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Disclosure Statement
I do have a relevant financial relationship with commercial interest, whose products or
services relate to the content of the educational presentation.

Company: Unite Us
To ensure independence and balance of content, current conflicts of interest were
resolved by basing recommendations on structured review for best evidence.

Learning Objectives
After this session, attendees should be able to:

● Speak generally about the Unite Us platform and the Connect Oregon network.
● Understand high-level how community partners are integral to community health.
● Summarize how Unite Us can impact organizations in Eastern Oregon.

_____________________________________________________________________

Unite Us Introduction and Backstory

Slides 4 - 9

Overview: Unite Us was founded by Dan Brillman and Taylor Justice, both former military
service members, in 2013 who noticed a gap in connection between healthcare
providers and social care organizations looking to serve the often multi-faceted needs of
other veterans. For nearly a decade, Dan and Taylor have worked tirelessly to expand the
coverage and services offered by Unite Us to better meet the growing needs of our
communities and country.

Comments:
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Health Happens in the Community

Slides 10 - 15

Overview: Community frameworks, social and environmental interventions, and tracking
outcomes have been long-standing facets to improving lives and building healthier
futures in countless communities throughout the history of public health. Studies and
data show that most effective factors in improving overall health outcomes are social and
economic and health behaviors.

Comments:

Platform Overview

Slides 16 - 22

Overview: Unite Us takes security and privacy seriously, and protects client information
by maintaining the highest industry and platform standards, and never shares client data
without consent. The Unite Us referral-based platform gives organizations and
communities of all sizes the ability to be informed about client outcomes, the knowledge
of real-time available local resources, and the comfort of knowing their client can be
served by in-platform organizations.

Comments:

Network Health in Eastern Oregon

Slides 23 - 35

Overview: Launching in April 2022 in Baker, Gillam, Morrow, Sherman, Umatilla, Union,
Wheeler, Wallowa, and completely in Grant, Harney, Lake, Malheur in July, the Eastern
Oregon CCO regional network is a new and inspiring landscape for change and
opportunity. Strong partner-to-partner relationships are integral to the success of rural
networks, and Unite Us and EOCCO continue to work together to that end.
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Comments:

Interoperability: Current and Upcoming Features

Slides 36 - 42

Overview: Unite Us offers a wide array of tools and resources to support various
healthcare systems, plans, partners, and providers across the country; this includes
offering integrations with priority EHRs/EMRs like Epic, eClinicalWorks, and Cerner. Unite
Us works with our EHR partners to be responsive to the needs of our users, and
consistently works to push the needle forward improving the bi-directional functionality
and technical writeback between these two systems.

Comments:

_____________________________________________________________________

Question relating to Unite Us? Interested in learning more? Email Kaleema Murphy,
Customer Success Manager, at kaleema.murphy@uniteus.com.
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